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Unit 7

If I won … Student’s sheet

Modern times

If I won a million euros …, … I’d buy a nice house with a big garden.

If more people rode bicycles …, … there’d be less pollution.

If the company increased its prices …, … it might lose business.

If I had enough time …, … I’d travel to California.

If we didn’t work so much …, … life would be more relaxing.

If I had enough money …, … would you marry me?

If you found a job abroad …, … would you take it?

If I had a few days off …, … I’d go snowboarding in the mountains.

If I won the lotto …, … I’d stop working.

If we could go on holiday tomorrow …,
… we’d fly to somewhere like Trinidad –  
somewhere warm with a beautiful beach.
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Unit 7

If I won … Teacher’s notes

Modern times

Preparation:
Make one copy of the sheet for each student as a handout after the activity. Make one copy for each pair of 
students and cut up the different parts along the lines.

In class:
The aim of this activity is to practise “if” with the past simple and “would” or “might”.
Get students into pairs. Hand out the cut-up slips of paper.
Ask students to find combinations and make sentences. Make sure they understand that there is more than 
one possible combination. Walk around and help.
Ask each pair to write their favourite combination on the board. Hand out a copy of the sheet for each student.

Extension activity:
Hand out the sentence beginnings only and ask students to finish the sentences for themselves. Have students 
write down all their sentences on a separate piece of paper.
Hang the pieces of paper on the wall. Students walk around and choose their three favourite sentences.


